
•Counterbalance weight  for use on inside of gate for purpose of ensuring that a gate closes.

•For gates up to 4' wide

•Do not install where a road or path would be obstructed

•May be used on swimming pool gates if it meets local required standards

Position a 'gate closer' post in the ground as follows:

Perpendicular to fence line

18 - 20 inches away from hinge post

Even with the hinge post

Protruding approximately 26 inches out of the ground

Directions are for guidance only. Requirements may vary due to individual circumstances. For free 

technical assistance, you may call 1-866-982-2239. Gatemate is a broad line of sturdy and attractive 

hardware for wood gates. Ask the dealer for more information on Gatemate products.

Williamsburg Gravity Gate Closer

Instructions for Installation

Fasten one end of the chain approx 1/3 to 1/2 the width of the gate from the latch side of the gate and 

around 3 feet up from the bottom of the gate.

With the gate opened in the 90 degree position, extend the free end of the chain to the 'gate closer post' 

and attach so the chain is just about taut.

While the gate is open, using the mending link, fasten the ball to the chain (position the ball just behind, 

yet free of the gate post).  The gate should now close easily and the ball should just barely clear the 

ground. If the ball touches the ground, attach the chain higher on the gate. Excess chain may be trimmed 

if desired.

It is recommended that a wood stop be installed on the latch post as a back up support even when a latch 

is used.

•Parts included:  solid steel ball, chain with black powder coating, link to attach ball to chain, 2 galvanized 

staples for fastening ends of chain.


